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1. Final publishable summary report
1.1.

Executive Summary

Stability and cost-efficient operation of power distribution grids are the main targets of novel informationrich Smart Distribution System control approaches, while at the same time aiming to reduce costs for the
grid infrastructure. However, adding intelligence to the power grid requires communication and
computation infrastructure, with consequent requirements for additional investments. To be cost efficient, it
is therefore essential to enable intelligent power grid operation leveraging existing communication
infrastructures.
The FP7 research project ‘Smart Control of Energy Distribution Grids over Heterogeneous Communication
Networks’ (SmartC2net) has developed a set of control approaches for the energy distribution system and
analysed their control behaviour when they operate on different communication technologies subject to
malicious and accidental faults. Adaptive mechanisms operating on different layers of the Smart Grid
solutions were developed and analysed in the scenario of an extrapolated Danish reference grid via a
combination of simulation experiments, mathematical models, and actual deployments in lab testbeds.
Control algorithms for energy balancing, loss minimization and voltage control in the medium and lowvoltage grids were developed, adopting a hierarchical control structure, in which a medium-voltage grid
controller associated with the primary substation collects information from the MV grid assets in its domain,
based on which it calculates and distributes set-points to the MV assets. Among the MV assets are the
secondary substations, on which a Low-Voltage Grid Controller implements the corresponding information
processing and control algorithms for the low-voltage grid assets. A parallel hierarchical control architecture
for Demand Management targets economic benefits under inclusion of grid stability requirements.
Due to the control cycles of few to several minutes and due to the hierarchical control and communication
architecture, all investigated communication technologies, Fibre, DSL, WLAN 802.11 type, narrow-band PLC
and cellular 2G-4G are in principle able to support such control applications in scenarios of sufficient
coverage and when implemented over a very lean protocol stack. However, a detailed inspection of the
currently standardized IEC protocol stack in the context of the use-case Medium Voltage Grid Control and
the consideration of fault-and attack scenarios shows that performance reserves in narrow-band PLC and
cellular 2G networks are not sufficient to provide sufficient resilience in the considered reference scenarios.
SmartC2Net has developed solutions for real-time network state estimation, Quality-of-Service
reconfiguration, adaptation of control mechanisms to imperfect networks, and mechanisms for ICT
fault/attack detection that are essential enablers for resilient energy distribution system control over
heterogeneous communication infrastructures. The efficacy of these solutions has been demonstrated in
different distribution grid use-cases using a combination of laboratory testbeds, simulation analysis, and
model-based assessment.
In summary, SmartC2Net has investigated and optimized the mutual influence of Smart Distribution Grid
Control algorithms, information access/management schemes, and communication network behaviour. An
assessment approach was developed and applied to a Danish reference grid scenario; the results clearly
showed that intelligent distribution grid operation can be realized in a robust manner over existing
communication infrastructures even despite the presence of accidental faults and malicious attacks.

1.2.

Project Context and Objectives

Stability and cost-efficient operation of Power distribution grids are the main targets of novel informationrich demand, voltage, and generation control, while at the same time aiming to reduce costs for the grid
infrastructure. However, adding intelligence to the power grid requires communication and computation
infrastructure, with consequent requirements for additional investments. To be cost efficient, it is therefore
essential to enable intelligent power grid operation leveraging existing communication infrastructures.
The FP7 research project ‘Smart Control of Energy Distribution Grids over Heterogeneous Communication
Networks’ (SmartC2net) contributes to a reliable energy infrastructure at low infrastructure costs. Goal of
SmartC2Net was to develop, implement, and validate robust solutions that enable smart grid operation on
top of heterogeneous off-the-shelf communication infrastructures with varying properties.
The approach in SmartC2Net has been to define four distribution system control use-cases of relevance to
DSOs and utilities. The project has defined hierarchical control architecture (see [D1.2]) together with the
actual control algorithms for these four use-cases. The control functions are expected to operate with cycle
times between 1 and 15 minutes, while the project also investigated future scenarios of 10 second cycle
durations. SmartC2Net has defined the corresponding communication architecture [D3.1] and investigated
the performance of these use-cases using communication-level metrics as well as control-level KPIs. The
project therefore addressed the following questions:
1) Control Performance: What benefits (wrt. use-case KPIs) can be achieved by such control over ideal
networks?
2) ICT impact: How do different communication technologies and ICT threat/fault scenarios impact
control performance?
3) Robustness: How can control performance be assured despite variable communication behavior and
ICT threats/faults?

Figure 1: Illustration of SmartC2Net approach and outcomes

Figure 1 illustrates the approach of SmartC2Net, starting from the four use-cases on the top leading to
overall system KPI assessments via the different instruments in the bottom. The adaptive functionalities
shown in the middle of the figure are the contributions of SmartC2Net with respect to resilience
enhancements of smart distribution grid control. These adaptive functionalities operate on different layers,
from communication layer to middleware functions to actual robustness enhancements in the control
algorithm; the impact of those are analysed in the context of the most relevant use-cases.
The effectiveness of project results have been validated in four representative use-cases of the active
operation of Distributed Energy Resources connected to medium and low voltage distribution networks:

(1) External Generation Site: The external generation site addresses a case that includes both a medium
and a low voltage grid. The case can be seen as an external and autonomously operating site with
several MV and LV grid assets under control. Different challenges are then posed to the grid, such as
a high penetration of PV panels at the low voltage grid. Heterogeneous communication networks are
used to ensure the data exchange between the different assets and the two types of grid controllers
(LV and MV) as well as the signal path between MV and LV grid controllers. The MV and LV grid
controllers implement energy-balancing, loss-minimization and voltage control.

(2) Voltage Control in the Medium-Voltage grid: the primary goal of the Medium Voltage Control use
case is to address the communication needs of a Voltage Control function for medium voltage grids
connecting Distributed Energy Resources (DERs). This use-case has been adopted in the project to
illustrate the need of cyber security and resilience in smart grid applications. The evaluation of
attacks to the Voltage Control function leads to the identification of security controls to counteract
those attacks.

(3) Automated Meter Reading and Customer Energy Management Systems and
(4) Electrical Vehicle Charging in Low Voltage Grids: These two use-cases are realized by a Demand
Management approach. The Demand Management scheme uses direct load control or price-based
demand management in order to bring benefits both to the end users, and also to the DSOs and
utilities, in particular: Allow to satisfy higher individual household demands (containing electric
house heating or HVAC, electric car charging, etc.) with the same grid infrastructure, manage higher
penetration of PV generation in the houses, and reduce the energy bill or provide revenue
opportunities to aggregators
The use cases are not isolated from each other and more than one use case involves the same sites and the
same equipment, systems and communication networks, sharing a common architecture as introduced in
the following.
SmartC2Net Architecture
Starting from a bottom-up analysis of the individual use case architectures, a preliminary high level
architecture was derived with the aim of highlighting the interactions among the respective control
components and ICT networks [D1.1]. This integrated view allows having a comprehensive picture of the ICT
aspects addressed by the SmartC2Net project.
One of the main targets of the SmartC2Net project is to demonstrate that it is feasible to have a robust
control of the power grid using and open and heterogeneous communication infrastructure. In fact, while at
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the Generation and Transmission areas, the communication infrastructures are normally private and
protected from external access, the Smart Grid extends the areas where the communication between
devices is required to the medium and low voltage areas, which were, till now, unobserved and
uncontrolled. The proposed architecture maps the architecture of the Distribution System, by having
components in the different sites that can be found in a typical electrical distribution grid – equipment and
systems located at the Central Management Level, at the Primary Substations, at the Secondary Substations
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Figure 2 Overview of the SmartC2Net control architecture
The ICT architecture approach covers the whole distribution system. The individual control layers are
introduced to correspond to the main voltage levels from the HV grid down to the LV consumers. This
provides the potential for decentralized fast-reacting control solutions, autonomous control domains as well
as minimization of communication needs. The result is a hierarchical reference architecture for control,
management and monitoring (Figure 2). This approach covers the whole distribution system and the control
layers correspond to the main voltage levels from the HV grid down to the LV customers that define the

hierarchy of control and management. The functional architecture assumes that the coordination between
the several hierarchical levels has been assured at all times. Each control layer is able to collect and process
data related to the operation of the grid as well as the communication network, see [D1.2] and [D4.2] for
details.
At the top layer, central management systems provide overall interactions with DSO management systems
and operational procedures (energy market, operation policies, supervision, billing systems, business
intelligence). The central management systems cover Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) /
Distribution Management System (DMS) and flexible demand control. The MV grid will be managed by the
MVGC housed at the HV/MV distribution substation level that will include local intelligence and several
operational functionalities as well as monitoring responsibilities. Regarding the LV grid, it will be controlled
by the LVGC located at the MV/LV substation level that will be responsible for managing the DER at the LV
level. At the LV level, the smart meters associated to customers will be used as interfaces not only to
monitor but to control the flexible loads, controllable assets and generators within the client premises.
Reference Grid: A concrete instance of the SmartC2Net architecture, called the reference grid, has been
used in the project for assessment. This reference grid is obtained from an extrapolation of a currently
deployed Low and Medium Voltage grid, see Figure 3 for illustration and [D4.1] and [D6.3] for details. The
extrapolation mainly involves additional renewable generation and additional future consumers (such as
Electric Vehicle charging).

Figure 3. Danish reference grid

1.3.

Main S&T Results/foreground

This section describes the main results of the SmartC2Net project, clustered into two groups: (1) novel
SmartC2Net functionalities and insights into their behaviour within the SmartC2Net architecture; (2)
assessment methods and tools.

1.3.1. Novel SmartC2Net Functionalities
The SmartC2Net project has developed a set of functionalities for adaptive control [D4.2], middleware
functions that enable adaptivity of the controller and of the information access [D2.3], and adaptation of the
communication network [D3.3]. These functionalities are shortly described in the following subsections, and
the insights that were obtained from their analysis in the context of the SmartC2Net scenarios are
summarized.

1.3.1.1 Energy Balancing and Losses Minimization
The energy balancing functionality is a direct control approach for enabling LV and MV grids to follow a
power reference. The aim is to use a set of controllable assets, e.g. renewable energy resources for the
control. The energy balancing algorithm has a hierarchical structure, where the MVGC sends set-points to
assets in the MV grid. In the propose architecture, an LVGC is also seen as a controllable asset, and each
LVGC sends set-points to assets in a LV grid.
Description of Functionality
In SmartC2Net, the energy balancing algorithm in the MVGC consists of both feedback and feedforward
controls, in addition to a dispatch algorithm that minimizes active power losses. A block diagram of the
controller connected to a system is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Control system structure, with the system consisting of production, consumption and electrical
grid. Based on estimation of inflexible load and the reference signal
, the feedback controller calculates
an output
, which is dispatched to the flexible production units.
The feedforward is based on a prediction of future power consumption, which is calculated by a predictor;
specifically it comprises of a Kalman estimator with a periodic model. A periodic model has been developed
for the prediction, since consumption is seen periodic. This hypothesis is verified based on smart meter
measurement data from Horsens in Denmark. The performance of the estimation is shown in Ref [D4.1], the
data is available in the developed MATLAB toolbox DiSC [38].
To follow the power reference, the controller dispatches set-points to the available controllable assets. We
propose to do the dispatch such that active power losses are minimized. The dispatch is computed by solving
a simple convex optimization problem, which ensures that the control algorithm can be executed on a MVGC

with limited computational resources. Details on the controller design can be found in [36] and [D4.2].
Consumption of individual household in the LV grid cannot be assumed to be periodic. Therefore, the energy
balancing algorithm in the LVGC does not rely on any prediction model. However, this algorithm is designed
to be resilient towards degradation in the communication quality; in particular, we focus on delays. The
controller is designed using a consensus algorithm, which is known to be stable up to a specific constant
maximum delay. The value of the maximum delay bound depends on the controller gain; thus, information
about the delay obtained by the monitoring framework is used to adapt the gains of the controller. This
adaptation ensures that a good performance is obtained despite varying delays. The controller design is
detailed in [D4.2], and it is experimentally validated in [19] with communication using several different
technologies.
The energy balancing algorithm comprising both LV and MV levels has been validated as shown in [D6.3]
under different communication setups. Figure 5 illustrates that a power reference can indeed be followed by
the MVGC even though the control relies on PLC communication in the LV grid.
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Figure 5. Reference tracking of the MVGC. Notice that the communication technology used on the MV
level is Ethernet in both cases, only the communication technology in the low voltage grid changes. Also,
in the PLC case, additional 7 kb/s cross-traffic is present. [D6.3]
Summary of Insights
To conclude, assets can be used to enable an entire MV grid to follow a power reference. The control
algorithm can be implemented in a simple manner, by using a hierarchical control structure, and by using
simple but accurate prediction models. Also, controllers can be designed to be robust towards
communication delays. To avoid a large degradation in the controller performance due to robustness
towards delays, the monitoring framework can be used for adapting the controller gains.
Since DSOs cover costs of active power losses in their distribution grids, the designed loss minimization
algorithm can contribute DSOs to saving money.
It is seen from [19] that many communication technologies (all the tested technologies) are sufficient for
communication between assets and the LVGC if no cross traffic is on the communication link. In addition,

only very high amounts of cross traffic can cause the energy balancing algorithm to have unacceptable
performance. Thus, it is feasible to implement this functionality with off-the-shelf communication
technologies.
Outlook
To improve the performance of the designed energy balancing, controller design methods for dynamical
systems with stochastic delays are needed; however, such methods do not exist.

1.3.1.2 Voltage Control (Power Quality Management)
For any electrical power system to function properly, the voltage levels at all busses must be kept within
constraints. Increased voltage variations may lead to system instability and life-time degradation or even
destruction of grid connected equipment. Therefore, the distribution system operators are imposed by
legislation to ensure that voltages are within ±10% of the nominal value. However, with the increasing
penetration of renewable production units on all levels of the power grid, it is a challenge to satisfy the
requirements on power quality.
Since renewable resources such as PVs are inverter-based, they can be exploited to control voltage. To
circumvent over-voltages, new grid codes are being implemented. In Germany solar photovoltaic systems
(PVs) above a certain rated power are limited to 70% of their capacity, and must be capable of providing
local reactive power support. Similar changes to the grid code have been proposed for the California rule 21,
regulating grid connected generation.
Description of Functionality
In SmartC2Net, two approaches to voltage control have been considered
1. VC1: Determine when curtailment at latest should be initiated to ensure that voltage constraints are
always satisfied.
2. VC2: Determine a droop control (on active and reactive power) of PVs such that their utilization is
improved compared to the 70% capacity limit of the German grid codes.
The voltage controller VC1 is an event-triggered control; specifically, when the voltage is higher than a
certain threshold an event is sent to the controller. The controller subsequently sends commands to
controllable assets, which start curtailing their power production.
Determining when to trigger the control is determined based on a model of the grid, a nondeterministic
model of the consumption and production in the grid, and the communication delay [D4.2].
Simulations have been used to verify the control; Figure 6 shows the voltage magnitude for the most critical
bus in a test grid.

Figure 6. Voltage magnitude at the most critical bus, without any curtailment (red), and with curtailment
(green). Curtailment is initiated when the voltage crosses the black dashed line.
The voltage controller VC2 relies on a classical droop control scheme; thus, it is a local control.
Communication should only be used to ensure fairness, i.e., that all assets contribute equally much (in terms
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of energy) in controlling power quality. For the particular choice of droop gains, we prove that voltage
constraints are never violated under certain consumption and production models [37].
The control scheme has been tested on PV systems and has been compared to the German 70% capacity
limit approach. Figure 7 shows a test from a LV grid, where it is seen that the utilization of the PV applying
our proposed control is higher that the PV controlled according to the German grid code [37]. More results
are found in [D6.3].
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Figure 7. Data for an asset in the LV grid, showing active power, reactive power, and the voltage at one
particular bus. The red lines illustrate results of PV controlled according to the German grid code, and
the yellow lines illustrate results of the proposed control.
Summary of Insights
To conclude, renewable assets can be exploited for voltage control. In addition, it is possible to prove if the
voltage constraints are always satisfied, given a model of production and consumption. This kind of analysis
can be used to propose improved grid codes for e.g. PVs.
It is important to maximize the utilization of PVs, since curtailment is a monetary loss for the PV owner.
Within SmartC2Net two different control approaches have been proposed that improve utilization. Tests
showed that VC2 improves utilization of PVs in the MV grid from 88% to 99% and from 92% to 94% in the LV
grid [D6.3]. This indicates that the curtailment strategy for PVs should depend on the strength of the grid,
and not be fixed as in the German grid code [37].
Outlook
To improve the voltage controls, we anticipate that considering a stochastic analysis as in [8] rather than the
nondeterministic analysis used in SmartC2Net will decrease conservatism. In addition, it is difficult to obtain
accurate models of production and consumption; thus, it would be advantageous if the analysis could be
accomplished using a data-driven approach.

1.3.1.3 Demand Management
Description of functionality: The contribution of SmartC2Net has been to build a robust, modern demand
management system and evaluate its performance with and without communication network
disconnections. The basic architecture of the Demand management scheme is shown in Figure 8 [D4.2, 1, 2]:
it consists of an aggregation controller, several customer energy demand management controllers (CEMS),
and a demand management protocol, the OADR 2.0b which is a web service running over an internet stack
(http/TCP/IP). Information flows between the aggregation controllers and the CEMS in both directions: CEMS
optimize their consumption plan based on day ahead prices, flexibility on heating and storing energy in
batteries (electric vehicle) and local generation and report this plan to the aggregation controller, together
with flexibility information (which is the novel part of the approach). The aggregation controller receives the
reports from all CEMS and executes as well an optimization program: it calculates the planned set-points for
each CEMS based on the total demand: If this demand exceeds the predefined load limit (at the secondary
station), then this power capacity is allocated according the flexibility information (not necessarily in a
proportional way). The effect of the set-points is an optimized demand shifting in the time horizon of
currently 6 hours. These control cycles, both at the CEMS controller and at the Demand-Response Head-end,
are executed in periodic intervals of 15 minutes, so also the information updates take place in these cycles.
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Figure 8: Overview of logical information flows with the CEMS use case [D4.2]
This architecture was implemented on a platform developed purposely for this project [D4.3]. This platform
allows the correct interface and data exchange between the CEMS and the Demand Management Controller
(DMC). Not only it allows the flexibility information to be sent from the CEMS but also manages the set-point

to be sent to these clients. Also, configuration of the several programs available is possible in order to create
the desired scenarios as shown in Figure 9. Furthermore, the protocol OpenADR2.0b is enabled by this
platform and proves to be adequate for all the features envisaged within the Demand Management goals.

Figure 9: Snapshots of the Demand Response Platform [D4.3]
Summary of insights: With a planning cycle of 15 minutes, the communication delay of any of the
communication technologies analysed within the project do not affect the performance of the demand
management. If disconnections between the CEMS and the aggregation controller persist for several hours
(e.g. due to controller or communication network failure), the load limitation is still kept under control via a
robust algorithm design [D6.3]: This has been achieved by caching the set-points for the next 6 hours in the
CEMS. No matter how the demand of the household evolves, these set-points will be followed, and the total
load will not exceed the predetermined limit. Thus the resilience to longer disruptions of the control network
is drastically improved, while reducing the dependence on short term performance of the used ICT.
The Demand Management solution provides novel benefits in the following situations [D6.3]:






Excessive demand limitation: This situation arises if many houses simultaneously increase their demand
(which is partly flexible such as HVAC heating or EV charging). The developed energy management
strategies shed this peak demand, without reducing the comfort of the users, such that the total demand
does not exceed a predefined limit (e.g. the nominal power at the transformer). ). In Figure 10 we show
the total load and set-point values of 10 houses in two subsequent planning cycles taking place at the
time marked by the green vertical line. An excessive demand is identified in one of the future planning
periods and the set-points (blue) succeed to correct this situation in the subsequent cycle (right picture).
Excessive generation: Similarly to the excessive demand case, a limit is predefined for the amount of
energy that can be injected into the grid and that otherwise would increase the voltages and deteriorate
the power quality. Set-points calculated at the aggregation controller are imposed onto the CEMSs, that
solve the problem locally by increasing local consumption, storage, or reduce the PV output power.
Price based demand management. Two types of evaluations related to the use of day-ahead prices for
demand management have been performed: first goal was to quantify the energy cost savings in
comparison to a constant price day-long consumption profile. Using prices and moderately loaded grid,
savings of 11% could be obtained. However, if excessive demand arises, then the suboptimal solution
without overloading provides only negligible savings of 2.5%.

Figure 10: Visualization of two consecutive cycles in the simulation - total load and total set point values
In general the control performance deteriorates only if the network connectivity is very poor (for any of the
above cases). The robustness against network Interruptions comes with the fact that each CEMS stores the
planned set-points for the next six hours, which will be followed also without connectivity.
Outlook: Using day-ahead prices provides advantages but also showed drawbacks: low price periods are
attractive for the optimization algorithm in the CEMS and may create artificial excessive demand, that have
then to be flattened by the aggregation controller in order to avoid overload in the grid. Using real time
prices (RTP) would be a better solution since the prices are adapted dynamically via bidding, but it is much
more complex to implement.

1.3.1.4 Quality-oriented monitoring task management
Description of functionality: Taking into account grid controller requirements and actual communication
network Quality-of-Service (QoS) metrics, the monitoring framework optimizes the monitoring data quality.
This is achieved by dynamic changes of monitoring configurations during runtime to react to uncontrollable
QoS changes. The architecture of the monitoring framework consists of four functional layers: Application
Programming Interface (API), Publishing, Processing and Monitoring. The API layer is a software library used
by grid applications for registration and authentication, to request monitoring services, to receive
monitoring data and to issue actuation commands. Its main purpose is to abstract from the monitoring
implementation and to do connectivity management to reliably notify the grid application about issues in
the communication between the API and the publishing. The Publishing layer is the main source of
monitoring data for a grid application. Applications using the API layer library always need to connect to a
local or remote publisher component in order to get data, instead of connecting directly to the sensor
measuring the variable. Like the processing and the monitoring layer, the publishing layer is implemented by
an independent software application. It receives data from processing or monitoring layers running locally
on the same platform or on remote machines. The Processing layer can be used optionally to process
measurements on their way from the measurement point to the publishing layer. The Monitoring layer
implements the measurement and collection of monitoring variables.

Figure 11: SW architecture of the monitoring framework
The Software architecture and the structure of the adaptive monitoring system are shown in Figure 11 and
have been described in detail in [D2.2] and [18].
Summary of insights: Three specific optimization capabilities of the monitoring system have been analyzed
in the context of the SmartC2Net use-cases; the first two thereby mainly refer to the monitoring of
information from grid-assets, while the third relates to network monitoring:
1.

The use of reliable TCP-based connections as opposed to UDP connections: The use of TCP adds
additional overhead while it assures a reliable end-to-end transmission. It was shown [19, D6.3] that
use-cases of energy-balancing in the LV grid can benefit from the reliability provided by TCP in
parameter regimes of low-to-medium packet loss (in the examples here in the range up to approx.
30%), while in scenarios of high packet loss caused by large amount of cross-traffic, the TCP
retransmission mechanism is not effective any more, as it delivers out-dated measurements and the
need for TCP connection re-establishment degraded performance. This is illustrated in Figure 12, where
the efficiency of TCP (yellow) for lower cross-traffic levels (3.5Mb/s for the WLAN ex. case) is shown.

Figure 12. Control performance degradation for energy balancing when operating over a UDP
(blue) or TCP (yellow) over a WiFi link with increasing cross-traffic [D6.3]
2.

Adaptive offset scheduling: In scenarios of end-to-end communication delays which are substantial in
comparison to control cycles and asset information dynamics, an intelligent scheduling of the instances
at which assets send information can lead to better control performance. This was shown for simplified

versions of the voltage control scenario in [18] and confirmed in more complex scenarios via testbed
evaluations [D6.3].
3.

Adaptive SNMP monitoring: SNMP monitoring is already widely deployed for IP network monitoring.
This is the reason why the evolution of the IEC 62351-7 standard for system and network monitoring in
power control is currently developing a set of data objects for control devices that are mapped over
SNMP MIBs. In SmartC2Net we have developed an SNMP monitoring infrastructure compliant with the
IEC 62351-7 standard that addresses specific QoS indicators of standard communication protocols and
end-to-end security of grid control applications. This has been analyzed in the context of the Medium
Voltage Control [D6.3]. In the SmartC2net MV Control testbed the monitoring framework is based on
the evaluation of QoS indicators performed by the online SG QoS Analyser integrated into an SNMP
agent infrastructure that is able to graphically visualize the QoS indicator trends and to provide the QoS
inputs to Fault Management and Adaptive Controllers [D6.3]. The evaluation of the SNMP monitoring
framework, integrating QoS indicators from monitoring agents of control IED and network devices,
increased the effectiveness of attack detection and mitigation performed by Fault Management. The
testbed results from the monitoring setup provide a contribution to the development of the standard
IEC 62351-Part 7 within the Working Group 15 of the IEC Technical Committee 57 [15]. From the
evaluation results it is clear that in order to improve the fault management capabilities of grid control
applications an appropriate monitoring service has to be included in the contractual agreement with
the third party telco operators

Outlook: The evaluations in SmartC2net showed that the adaptive offset scheduling is mainly efficient, when
communication delays are in the order of 1/5 to ½ of the control cycle. This however is only the case in
extreme scenarios in the SmartC2Net setting (e.g. when attacks occur or for high cross-traffic level) for the
communication technologies investigated in the different use-case contexts. Therefore future work would
analyze the application of adaptive offset scheduling to other Smart Grid control applications with shorter
control periods, as e.g. started in Refs. [30, 31].
Another interesting aspect is the inclusion of network resource models in the offset scheduling, which would
then allow to schedule information access to a larger number of assets over time, hence avoiding potential
bursty behavior resulting from the aggregation of many resources. This feature is included in the design of
the monitoring framework in SmartC2Net [D2.2], but as then the main interesting use-cases of external
Generation Site and MV control actually only had a limited number of assets for communication within the
range of the same access links, the feature had been de-prioritized and not implemented for the testbeds.

1.3.1.5 Fault detection and prediction algorithms
Description of functionality: Fault detection and prediction algorithms represents a SmartC2Net
functionality implemented by the Fault Management tool that detects and localizes faults in the smart grid
ICT domain. As it exploits a highly cross-technology it can also be adapted to detect grid domain fault
scenarios. It implements a configurable detection framework to reveal faults based on online statistical
analysis techniques, and it is designed for systems that operate under variable and non-stationary
conditions.
Fig 13 (a) depicts the logical architecture of the Fault Management (see [D2.3] and [D6.3] for details)
highlighting its most important functionalities: the Identification & Localization and the Complex Event
Processing (CEP) Analyser. The Identification & Localization is in charge of perform the actual diagnosis, i.e.,
to identify the type of activated fault(s) and the faulty component(s), if any. It comprises a set of functions

that allow the communication with Network Reconfiguration and Grid Controller components. The CEP
Analyser collects and analyses system indicator values in order to detect failures and faults exploiting
patterns implemented by rules. It implements two functionalities: the Anomaly Detection that is in charge of
fast anomaly recognition at both power grid and ICT domain and the Anomaly Correlation that puts together
the output of the anomaly detectors to detect complex fault scenarios.
The Fault Management deployment in the MV control testbed exploits the Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP) in order to retrieve and analyse indicator values relative to the monitored elements in the
network [D6.3]. Each monitored element is continuously interrogated through SNMP agents, hence
indicators values are collected and analysed using detection patterns implemented by detection rules.
The Fault Management Graphical User Interface (GUI) (see Fig 13 (b)) allows the configuration of the tool
settings and reports to the user information regarding the status of the system.

Fig 13 Fault Management: (a) Logical Architecture and (b) GUI showing cyber attack detection
Summary of insights: The Fault Management has been designed and developed for both dependability and
security aspects in the smart grid ICT domain. In the context of the SmartC2Net project, it has been
integrated in the MV control testbed and it has been tested as attack detector for real-time recognition of
cyber-attacks. As Fig 13 (b) shows, the right panel of the Fault Management GUI shows the available
detection rules that can be activated while the left panel reports events happened such as loaded rules or
fault/attacks detected. In the case of RSE testbed, after loading detection rules, the UDP Flooding and Reset
cyber-attacks have been injected in the system; hence they have been correctly recognized and localized by
the tool.
Outlook: The lesson learned acquired in the smart grid context can be exploited in different domains in
which recognition and detection of dangerous real events plays a fundamental role, like crisis management
systems These particular systems aims to the safeguard of public and private security, infrastructures
protection, Cultural Heritage protection and much more. In addition, the effort will be focused in improving
the TRL of the current results in the context of SmartC2Net and aiming to provide an innovative commercial
product.

1.3.1.6 Grid demand inference from cellular network monitoring
Description of functionality: The aim of the proposed model is to find a scalable solution to estimate energy
demand in real-time in urban context with high density, fast moving people and new usage behavior without
requiring physical interventions on the energy providers’ infrastructures. The approach takes into account
the real-time people distribution, without users’ intervention and in the respect of customers’ privacy,
computed from cellular network together with a source of indirect and external estimators for the grid loads
and smart objects. Current forecast methods have difficulties to precisely predict, in a limited advance,
energy fluctuation happening on a short period of observation; moreover they do not reflect properly new
habits affecting energy consumption. To overcome these limitations we explored a new method based on
heterogeneous data sources aggregation related to energy demand able to provide forecast in limited time
window, depicting real time charge fluctuation.
Data from cellular network are collected from a group of probes, which intercept voice and data events and
collect them opportunely (for details see [D2.1]) . The events gathered come from a network divided into
about 2000 areas, called cells, covering the whole metropolitan area of Milan, on the order of thousands per
minute. Each stored event is identified by its timestamp, the IMSI of whom “caused” it (obfuscated to
maintain the privacy of the customer) and the geographical cell where it is occurred. Once acquired, they are
stored in a Origin-Destination table, a matrix of time and space which describes SIM patterns from a cell to
another for a certain observation period ∆T. In this way it is possible to derive the durations of the user
movements along the city thought the cells that constitute it. The approach to define the demand
forecasting algorithm is so mainly constituted by two phases: (1) The built of a statistical model from the
observation of historical data; (2) The implementation of the significant models to estimate and predict
energy consumption when exercised with real-time data.
Summary of insights: Power consumption data was included for comparison, geo-locating them inside the
city map to match with cellular network cells. For this analysis, consumption data from A2A - one of the DSO
for the city of Milan - was used. These data concern a limited sector inside the central metropolitan area,
split between ten sections (here called stations) covering a group of civic addresses. Data from DSO points
out the amperage of each section every fifteen minutes for about two weeks for month, in order to show a
pretty wide look to their behaviour.
Jointly with the DSO which provide us these data and RSE, the stations to analyse has been chosen in a
limited central area of Milan, which peculiarities are common to many other zones, in order to simplify the
analysis as well as to create a model useful to later describe the rest of the city.
Starting from the aim of correlating the two main information available, that it to say cell events versus
energy consumptions, we tried to find statistical significant model to describe this correspondence using
linear, logarithmic and polynomial regression functions. In the first case, a system of two variables, the
independent variables Xs representing the Vodafone network events and mobile users’ distribution and the
dependent variables Ys as the power usages are the main arguments for the univariate regression analysis.
Including climatic parameters entails changing a few the perspectives [D2.2].
Energy requests are influenced by the climatic situation around. The estimation of energy demand in these
scenarios implies to consider how many people will be forced, for example, to use more energy to warm (or
cool down) house although the number of daylight hours or cloud coverage.
The additional variables we suggest are heat/SSI, UV and cloudiness indexes, but to avoid using parameters
that apparently could satisfy a good correlation without having an efficient estimation model, each of these
indexes have been matched with the Ys above to find the fittest variables which help us to match closely to
our objective (see [D2.2]).

The additional arguments found as above will be so part for a multivariate regression analysis. The quality of
the found model has been assessed by means of the cross-validation technique to compute the absolute and
relative error when estimating the energy consumption.
The figure below shows the dispersion of the energy consumption (x-axis) and the cellular networks events
computed in hourly time-window on a group of nine sections in the area covered by the energy station (yaxis) for the data collected in two weeks, the first one characterized by very hot days, the consecutive one
with springy temperatures with about ten Celsius degrees of average temperature less than the previous
one, in order to have two different and relevant climatic examples in one month.

Figure 14 dispersion of energy consumption and people stationing around the stations
The figure shows also the logarithmic functions that better describe the correlation between dependent and
independent variables and the R2 value which indicates how well data fit the statistical model.
The graph also suggests the identification of two groups of curves with a similar “electrical” behaviour: we’ll
apply then the equations based on values resulted from two stations with better R2 upon the other stations
of the same group [D2.2]. The cross-validation of these two multivariate models (that is to say the univariate
models based on network events and energy consumption plus the climatic arguments) that refer to the
aforementioned R2, confirmed their quality: since the obtained relative standard error is less than 25%, they
can be considered reliable enough for general adoption [43, 44].
Outlook: The approach to infer consumption from cellular network data can provide a basis for new business
relations between Telco and DSO. The investigations in SmartC2Net provide an initial feasibility study. In
order to judge the commercial value of this approach, further deeper analysis needs to be executed, which
was beyond the scope of the project.

1.3.1.7 Software Defined Networking (SDN)
Description of functionality: The SmartC2Net intertwined dual control loop for resilience requires and
includes an adaptive approach to information and communication technology. At the center of this
methodology the Software-Defined Networking based network reconfiguration has been placed. Through
the separation of control and data plane, which are commonly integrated in traditional communication
networks, SDN allows the flexible orchestration of complex networks via centralized SDN-Controllers. This
entity is responsible for control plane functions such as handling forwarding decisions, while the SDNenabled switches operate purely on a data level, i.e. perform the physical forwarding of data packets in
accordance to the parameters defined by the controller. Through the shift from decentralized control, with
only local knowledge of a network and its traffic flows, to a more (but not necessarily fully) centralized
approach; the controller can base its decisions on a greater, global amount of information. The Controller
developed during the project is specifically designed to meet the requirements of communications in smart
grids. It communicates with the switches distributed throughout the network via the open source protocol
“Open Flow”, which is the de-facto standard for this task and allows the configuration of the networking
devices’ flow tables. In order to provide an interface for Smart Grid applications to interact with the
controller a north-bound API based on REST has been implemented. Through this complex configuration of
ICT can be avoided, as the SDN controller adapts the infrastructure based on the Smart Grid’s requirements.
Summary of insights: With the developed testbed, based on off-the-shelf computing hardware running
virtualized switches (open vSwitch, Ethernet-based), two main points of interest were identified and
pursued. The first functionality “fast failover” serves to detect errors like link failures and mitigates them as
quickly as possible in order to provide resilient communications. Highly critical IEC 61850 based traffic was
used in assessment to recreate situations commonly encountered in Smart Grid communications. Once a link
failure is detected by the corresponding switches, the controller is notified and traffic re-routing is initiated.
This allows for faster link recovery than possible with Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) and facilitated the
discovery of two effects which can be encountered with IEC61850 communications. If a communication link
is shut down, the recovery time for end to end connectivity is dependent on the cause of the shutdown, i.e.
if the link was shut down by a software command (e.g. maliciously) or physically. In case a physical
disconnection occurs, the mitigation time increases significantly and can reach up to a mean of nearly 900ms
in the case of MMS traffic. As MMS is based on the TCP protocol, opposed to Sampled Value packets where
the delay is lower as this effect does not apply, the comparatively long detection time is caused in part by
the duration of the preconfigured Retransmission Time Out (RTO). Here optimizations were performed to
enhance the reactiveness of the system. Active link monitoring through use of heartbeat packets allows for
faster detection of link outages and thus improved the error-mitigation time down to the single-digit microsecond level [D3.3]. In summary the fast-failover functionality handles detection and mitigation of basic ICT
failures without the need of external intervention. Thereby the load placed on SmartC2Net’s failure
management and monitoring system is reduced and the project’s intertwined dual control loop is
strengthened.
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Figure 15: SDN Load Management and QoS Enforcement [16]
The second main focus of the SDN testbed, aside from fast end to end communications failover mechanisms,
is the prioritization of different traffic streams as shown in Figure 15. This was carried out on the basis of the
SmartC2Net traffic classes [D3.2]. When using public communication infrastructures, cross-traffic caused by
the variety of participants can influence crucial performance metrics like end-to-end delay, packet loss and
available data-rate negatively. Two subsets of prioritization were evaluated. In case a dedicated network is
desired but too costly to build, SDN can provide the dynamic reservation of links inside a third parte
network. The SDN Controller re-routes all traffic below a chosen level of service (e.g. all non-Smart Grid
traffic) to alternative routes and allocates the best (regardless if low-latency, high data-rate or reliability are
desired) paths to critical communications. A virtually exclusive infrastructure is thus provided. Another
evaluated approach is the co-existence of different types of traffic on the same links. Hard QoS limits have
been imposed, thus yielding minimum data-rate guarantees. In case a higher priority flow such as MMS
messages enters an already saturated link, it automatically takes precedence while lower priority flows are
re-routed to alternative paths through the network. In effect the requirements of the Smart Grid traffic can
be met regardless of the cross-traffic present in the network. This functionality can be employed either to
allow the use public networks without inverse effects on critical communication, or to sell excess capacity of
for example DSO owned infrastructures to third parties such as communication providers. This way
investment in dedicated Smart Grid communication networks could be supported by extra revenue.
Outlook: Since SDN is based on the concept of a centralized controller this seemingly represents a potential
single-point of failure. But as the controller is a piece of software (deployable as virtual machine on low-cost
off-the-shelf computing hardware, also saving energy through load-scaling), multiple instances can be used
for the same network segment. Coupled with voting systems for example three controllers running, one
network can cross-check their results. Only actions selected by the majority would be used, while diverging
behavior would indicate either a failure or a successful attack on the respective controller. Vendor specific
flaws can also be mitigated by this if the employed software comes from different suppliers. New
functionalities can also be introduced at low-cost as no new devices need to be purchased. Another security
feature of SDN can be found in the fact, that no traffic is allowed into the network if the controller is
configured to allow only flows which are authenticated (e.g. via the Northbound Interface only open to the
network operator). Through the so called westbound-interface different controllers can interface, which
eases the effort associated with connecting multiple networks from different operators, contributing to fact
that SDN provides a robust and flexible platform for the management of communication networks. With the
advent of 5G cellular networks which are expected to include SDN, the technology is set to find its way into
more and more real-world communication network deployments. SDN is an approach which unifies many

powerful features and is set to stay relevant well into the future due to its versatility. It has been shown to
be a scalable, robust and flexible platform for operation and management of Smart Grid ICT infrastructures.

1.3.1.8 Information Quality attributes
Description of functionality: Information related to grid state, e.g. voltages and power, changes over time
and when communicated to the controller via a network, the controller’s view on this information may
deviate from its current true physical value. In SmartC2Net a discretization of the information and Markov
Chain model approach allowed to define a metric, mismatch probability, as a metric describing the reliability
of the information being used by the controller. This metric is defined by the probability of information at
the information source not matching the same information at the controller side. The notion combines
stochastic description of network delays and the actual access protocol mechanism, and effectively reduces
an otherwise multiple dimensional configuration space into a single parameter which the Monitoring
Framework uses effectively to optimize and plan monitoring tasks.
Summary of insights: In Figure 16 two studies of the mismatch probability are shown: On the left, the
amounts of states in the used Markov Chain information model are varied to reflect different levels of
information granularity, see [D3.2]. As seen the metric is strongly affected by the chosen granularity of the
information, as well as the different information access types (reactive, proactive event and proactive
periodic). The event driven case is the most reliable access strategy, but it is also important to realise that
the network traffic for this particular strategy is increasing with the number of states as opposed to the
other strategies. The right figure shows the trade-off between generated network traffic versus the
mismatch probability [D3.3, 26]. The reactive and event driven cases are in this situation fixed due to their
dependence on access request rate and information change event rate, respectively.

Figure 16: Different impacting parameters on mismatch probability for different access strategies
taken [D3.2]
The mismatch probability notion can be used to for example adapt access strategies, e.g. tuning on the
access update rate to access different information over networks showing different characteristics or to
adapt controllers confidence in the information and thereby its control strategy. For example, to some
degree increased network delay can be mitigated by simply increasing the update rate, however at the cost
of added traffic (therefore, this only works to some degree as the network saturation point or other
limitations will be met, having more updates per second to just add to the network end to end delay).

Alternatives are thereby to adjust granularity or QoS via for example an interface to the SDN to maintain a
given level of reliability.
One key example of how this notion is used to configure the access to information is the way the Monitoring
framework uses the mismatch probability to locate the optimal point in time to initiate data updates in
relation to the control time intervals, see [D3.2, 18] as a part of its Adaptive offset scheduling. Figure 17
shows the resulting analytic mismatch probability as a function of the offset time to a control action is taking
place.

1.
Figure 17: Mismatch probability as a function of offset time to a control action, [18]
What is seen is that if the offset is too small (data is send too late), then due to network delay the updates
are more likely to be missed by the controller and it will have to use outdated information. If the offset is too
long (data is send too early), then because information has to be cached for some time, it strongly affects
the possibility that when the controller uses the information it has also changed value. The analytic result
shows here, that there exists an optimal offset time, which depends on not only network delays but also if a
push or pull model is being applied. The improvement of control performance when using this scheme in
connection with voltage control was shown in [18].
Outlook: The mismatch probability is a useful metric for the network to independently of the controllers to
adapt to changing conditions in the network. The metric considers the combination of network delay as well
as information dynamics and relates strongly to information quality. However, the notion is also
characterised by several mathematical models, and requires estimation of different parameters.

1.3.2. SmartC2Net Assessment Methods
Assessment in SmartC2Net has played a prominent role in fulfilling two major objectives: i) to evaluate the
efficacy of the communication, middleware, and control approaches; and ii) to analyse the impact of
accidental faults and malicious attacks on resilience-related metrics. These assessment objectives have been
tackled by means of two major approaches: i) model-based analysis, and ii) test beds. In particular, modelbased analysis specialized in three techniques: a) Attack Models, targeting the analysis of cyber-attacks to
the communication network through the ns3 simulator; b) the SAN Modelling Framework, targeting the
stochastic analysis of the impact of faults and attacks when considering both SmartC2Net control and grid
infrastructure, implemented using the SAN formalism and the Mobius tool; and c) an Integrated Simulation
assessment approach for smart distribution grid control and ICT, targeting cross-validation of the project’s
test beds, the ability to scale in size, implemented through a loosely coupled or offline co-simulation. Some

details on model-based assessment techniques are provided in the next subsections; for full descriptions see
[D5.1, D5.2 and D5.3].
Concerning the experimental assessment, three test beds have been set up at three partner sites, namely:
MV communication security monitoring; DSO control for active distribution grid; Communication technology.
They focus on, respectively: i) cyber security of communications for controlling voltages in distribution grids
connecting DERs, deploying communication and security standards; ii) assessment of the impact of
renewable energy sources in the grids and testing of coordinated control strategies on different layers, as
well as training facility for DSOs and other actors in the smart grids; iii) testing and verification of novel
voltage and power/flexibility control approaches in the low voltage grid when operating over different, real
communication technologies. Some details on developed test beds are provided in the next subsections; for
full descriptions see [D6.1, D6.2, D6.3].

Figure 18: Overview of the SmartC2Net assessment framework
A synthetic schema of the SmartC2Net assessment framework is depicted in Figure 18. To promote the
development of a sound and effective assessment plan, coordination between the activities carried on
through the selected methods has been identified in terms of three main criteria:




Complementarities, to point out the ability of a specific method to cover assessment of system
aspects that are not covered by other methods;
Synergic usage among the adopted methods whenever existing, to reinforce the appropriateness of
the chosen approaches and to underline the added value;
Cross-validation by employing different methods for the same assessment purpose, to reinforce
confidence in the results obtained through the selected approaches and exploit large-scale analysis.

Moreover, the mapping of evaluation methods on project technologies, use cases and KPI has been detailed,
to demonstrate the coverage of assessment in SmartC2Net. The resulting picture confirmed a satisfactory
organization of the overall evaluation strategy [D5.3].
In the following, we go through the different assessment methods; summarize what each of them has been
used for and the resulting key findings. Again, full details are [D5.3 and D6.3].

1.3.2.1.

DSO control for active distribution grid test bed

The DSO control for active distribution test bed is covering mainly the functionalities targeted in the use case
External Generation Site and Demand Management, and its general overview is given in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Layout of the DSO control for active distribution grid test bed hosted at AAU
The test bed has evolved during the project period from a structure as presented in [D6.1] into what is
shown in [D6.2] and [D6.3], incorporating more equipment as well as more functionality along the time. In
order to enhance flexibility and modularity of the laboratory setup, the equipment is placed in several
industrial cabinets. This structure ensures flexibility in terms of future use and research as it allows easy
integration of new equipment as well as reconfiguration. Besides the hardware, many software components
and modules were added to the test bed:
 Monitoring Framework and GIS visualisation
 Traces for network traffic
 Demand Response Platform and its integration
 MVGC and LVGC Control Functionalities
 CEMS algorithms and interfaces
 Virtual Smart Meters and interfaces
 Models for assets (based on DiSC Tool)
 Benchmark Grid Model and its variants
In this project, the test bed has been used mainly as a validation tool for concepts of Energy balancing and
Voltage control functionality over heterogeneous networks in the External generation site use case, as well
as the Demand Management use case. The results obtained support strongly the otherwise Matlab studies
[D3.3, D4.2]. Thus, it brings confidence to the results that otherwise would not exists.

Models and component libraries developed is easily accessible and usable for a given topology and by
interaction with the developed GUI, use of the network in combination is relatively simple. The setup
therefore allows not only future research projects, but is also planned with teaching and industrial training
courses in which DSO’s may evaluate concepts and grid state, or evaluate and plan ICT infrastructures on
smart grid solutions.

1.3.2.2.

Flexible Load and Communication Technology Testbed

In order to analyse distribution grid control approaches when operating over real communication links of
different technologies, the Communication Technology Testbed was set-up by SmartC2Net in Vienna. The
characteristic feature of the flexible load and communication test bed is that it provides physical connections
of four different communication types between the grid controllers and the consumers in the low voltage
grid. The test bed provides connections for each for following network technologies: v/aDSL, narrowbandPLC, 802.11 WiFi, and cellular data (2G GPRS/EDGE, and 3G UMTS). These provide a representative mix of
technologies available to consumers nowadays in Europe. Studying the effects of said communication
technologies on grid control mechanisms is the focus of the test bed.
Figure 20 shows an overview of the test bed. The different communication technologies are grouped
individually into (sub-) test beds. Together they form a connection between the grid control network (shown
in red) and the consumer premises network (shown in green). For test bed management a completely
separate test bed control network (shown in blue) is available. Having a separate control network in the test
bed guarantees that test bed control traffic does not interfere with grid control traffic, while also enabling
the test bed control server talk to all equipment on both sides of the access media.

Figure 20: Overview of the Communication Technology test bed
The testbed was used in SmartC2Net to measure communication-network related KPIs (delay and loss
traces) for different LV control cases, including scenarios of different cross-traffic levels. The measured
traces were then either fed into the network emulator in other testbeds, or into control co-simulation
models or they can be used for distribution fitting to be included into the SAN modelling framework [D5.3].
Utilizing a grid simulation model, the testbed was also directly used to obtain control performance KPIs for
the Demand Management and External Generation Site use-cases, for the latter restricted to energybalancing in the LV grid. Figure 12 shows an example graph of control performance when operating over a
WiFi network with increasing cross-traffic levels, see [D6.3, 19] for details.
The approach to use real communication links in a lab setup in combination with a real controller
implementation which however is operating on a purely simulated energy grid shows much more flexibility
in comparison to a field-test while it keeps the benefit of assessment of the full communication protocol
stack subject to the real control traffic. Parts of the testbed will be moved after project end from Vienna to
Aalborg, so that this set-up can be used for further investigations in the future – enabling consultancy
services and pilot studies for future Smart Grid communication deployments.

1.3.2.3.

Medium Voltage Control Testbed

The Medium Voltage Control Testbed addresses the evaluation of the communication and security
performances needed in order to achieve a reliable voltage control when DERs are connected to medium
voltage grids [10]. The test bed is sited at RSE PCS-ResTest Lab 1 in Milan; its panoramic view is shown in
Figure 21.

Figure 21: Medium Voltage Control communication security and monitoring test bed view
The objectives of the testbed activities are to evaluate the performances of standard communications
through protocol-specific Quality of Service (QoS) indicators and to show the evolving behavior of secured
communications in DER control scenarios through demonstration sessions. The QoS analysis is performed by
applying a test methodology [45] that considers different M2M mobile technologies, security capabilities and
cyber attacks, and measuring their performances in transmitting IEC 61850/MMS protocol messages in order
to verify if they are able to meet the response requirements of the voltage control function. The testbed
demonstrations are obtained integrating the tools and technologies developed in the SmartC2Net project
[D6.2], namely end-to-end communication security in standard DER control flows, adaptive control strategies
by means of the SAN models, security monitoring, attack detection and prediction with the Fault
Management.
From the QoS evaluation results it can be concluded that the selected communication technology has a
strong impact on the performances of tested communications: the QoS indicators dependency on the packet
size is particularly visible comparing the time values of the 4G and 3G technologies versus the 2G. The
performances of M2M mobile networks are not deterministic in time due to cross traffic and cell conditions,
and also in space due to the variability of radio signal quality in the different geographical DER locations.
From the experimental assessment it is possible to argue that the measured RTT with 4G and 3G are good
enough for voltage control time requirements (below 1 seconds), but not with 2G. Also from the availability
measures it is clear that 2G is not an adequate technology for this type of communications. The measured
performance of end-to-end secure IEC 61850 communications highlights the need of using the 4G
technology. In particular, the implemented security profile (e.g. authentication type, digital certificate size,
certificate revocation policy) influences the total handshake time and so the selection of the technology.
In most effective configurations the flooding attacks cause the loss of critical packets conveying field
measurements and control setpoints. Moreover the flooding attack may impact the monitoring

communication availability, thus compromising the capability of promptly reacting to ongoing cyber risks.
The reset attacks provoke the application session crash preventing the normal packet exchange also having a
client application that implements the automatic reconnection when the connection is lost.
The inclusion on the testbed of a security monitoring infrastructure, integrating QoS indicators from
monitoring agents of control IED and network devices, increases the effectiveness of attack detection and
mitigation. The testbed activities of monitoring setup provide a contribution to the development of the
standard IEC 62351-Part 7 within the Working Group 15 of the IEC Technical Committee 57 [15]. In order to
improve the effectiveness of the monitoring, if the network devices are managed by third party telco
operators, an appropriate monitoring service shall be included in the contractual agreement.
The scenario demonstrations show as the Fault Management is a valid tool to support automatic and manual
timely recovery actions. Indeed the activation of the automatic recovery actions after the flooding attack
detection is able to prevent the communication drop and to reestablish a normal control and monitoring
data exchange. In the case the attack is not immediately recovered, the adaptive controllers are able to
mitigate the effects of unrecovered attacks by applying sub-optimal control strategies that are able to
maintain the voltage values within the technical limits. The detailed results from the MV Control Testbed
assessment can be found in [D6.3].

1.3.2.4.

Stochastic model-based assessment approach

This approach uses Stochastic Activity Networks (SAN) to quantitatively assess indicators that are
representative of the resilience and quality of service of the distribution grid. Although at a suitable level of
abstraction to cope with the inherent complexity of the modeling effort and related solution methods, the
framework accounts for both the grid infrastructure and its ICT control system, both at MV and LV level, to
properly capture the impact of dependencies existing among the system components. The focus is on the
analysis of accidental faults and malicious attacks and their propagation through existing interdependencies.
The framework adopted the principles of generality, modularity and composability, to promote wide
applicability to a variety of grid configurations and scenarios, as well as ability to undergo future refinements
and extensions [3, D5.1, D5.2, D5.3].
The results from the performed analysis can be exploited to understand the dynamics of failures and to
identify potential system vulnerabilities, against which appropriate countermeasures should be developed. A
variety of KPI indicators can be quantitatively assessed in a multitude of system scenarios, and sensitivity
analyses can be easily performed to further support the set-up of measures to cope with consequences of
potential failures.
In the scope of the project, the framework has been exercised to evaluate power related KPIs, addressing
the MV grid. Major findings from analysis through the SAN model approach include: i) evaluation of the
efficacy of the SmartC2Net control functionalities, both in isolation or jointly activated, in normal conditions
and in presence of different kinds of accidental faults/attacks; ii) understanding the impact of attacks and
failures, in isolation or in combination, on a variety of power related KPI indicators; iii_ sensitivity analysis; by
varying the duration of the delay in applying setpoints due to the occurrence of a DoS attack (as determined
by the communication security analysis) , to understand the impact of different attack severity levels [D5.3,
6].

Figure 22: Probability of exceeding the MV1 requirement on voltage (grid stability indicator) for different
delays caused by a DoS attack (left) and average voltage in presence of both DoS attack and failure of the
control local to the wind power device (right)
As an example of performed analyses, Figure 22 shows the impact of DoS attack of different severity on the
probability of keeping the voltage in bound (on the left) and the average values of voltage at the two volatile
generators in the MV grid considered (on the right). Even small values of the delay caused by the attack, may
lead to a non-negligible probability to violate the MV1 requirement on voltage values. From the voltage
point of view, the accidental fault occurring at time 12:00 has lower impact than the DoS attack.
The SAN modelling framework has potentialities to be employed in a wide variety of scenarios and grid
configuration, which makes it appropriate to be used also beyond the scope and lifetime of SmartC2Net. Its
inherent modularity and ability to accept C++ implementations of control functionalities inside the SAN
models make it suited also towards extensions/refinements of ICT technologies of interest in other smart
grids contexts.

1.3.2.5.

Communication security analysis combining network simulations and testbed

This security analysis methodology developed in SmartC2Net is based on the usage of the ns3 network
simulator for the development of a scalable model of the communications involved in the voltage control of
distribution grids with DER where the application and attack traffic generators come from a corresponding
testbed platform [D5.3]. The cellular M2M infrastructure deployed as DER access network is also modelled
with the simulator (see Figure 23).

Figure 23 Security analysis- simulated communication model
The key functionalities provided by the simulation methodology are the cross validation of the simulation
model with the experimental traces, the sensitivity analysis of the communication performance varying the
attack and mobile network parameters and the analysis of more realistic grid sizes. The SmartC2Net
simulations allowed representing realistic traffic profiles in the simulation runs. The simulation outcomes
have been validated with the testbed traces verifying a full alignment between the real and the simulated
traffic profile.
The sensitivity analysis of the flooding attack effect on the performance of IEC 61850 communications
performed with the simulated model allowed to understand the attack effectiveness varying the flooding
parameters [42] and have been used to tune the most convenient attack configuration to use in the testbed
demonstrations [D6.3]. Moreover the model permits to see how the access network parameters typical of
the mobile technology influence the end-to-end communication performance in normal scenarios and under
attack.
In addition to enriching the experimental results with further sensitivity analysis, the communication
simulations of the MV Control use case allow performing an analysis of the performance of standard
communications in scale up setups addressing realistic scenarios.
The use of ICT network simulators for the assessment of the attack effects on smart grid communications is a
promising approach for studying multiple communication aspects, whose results present synergies and
interrelationships with experimental activities. However it is a challenging research objective to achieve
simulation results that are mostly aligned with the performance indicators measured in the real ICT

architectures. To improve the reliability of simulation results the simulation tool has to incorporate into the
model all aspects of the real architecture, i.e. the protocol aware information flows, the security
countermeasures, the communication technologies and the malicious processes. As future exploitation of
the SmartC2Net results the effect of other attack tools will be evaluated with the simulator over a
communication architecture enhanced with the security measures for the node authentication and the data
encryption already implemented in the testbed, in compliance with IEC 62351 security standards.

1.3.2.6.

Integrated simulation Framework

The integrated simulation framework is concerned with the assessment of ICT on a large-scale and
supporting the analysis of their suitability for deployment in the developed SmartC2Net use cases. For this
purpose a two-step approach was devised. First cross-validation of communication technologies deployed in
the project’s testbed served to raise confidence in the correctness of the used models and parameters. Next,
the up-scaling of the use case scenarios was conducted. Here the town of Støvring in Denmark served as a
real-life benchmark area for recreation within the simulation environment, see [D3.2]. The traffic used for
the simulations was sourced either directly from measurements in the testbeds or by direct implementation
of the needed protocols such as IEC 61850 (as described in detail within [D5.2]).
Example results from these simulations can be seen in Figure 24, which show how the delays of DSL and
UMTS compare when used for attaching EV charging stations to the overall communication infrastructure.
The main findings of the conducted analysis confirm the previously performed wireless ICT analysis while
utilizing the actual SmartC2Net traffic patterns and also including wireline solutions. In the next step these
results were fed back into the testbeds. There the impact on control functionalities was observed. However,
due to the observed performance of the different communication technologies (most ICT was capable of
handling the data amounts even in large-scale scenarios within the required control-cycle times), primarily
cases in which no transmission of messages are possible were studied.
Packet Network Delay of EV DSL Scenario for 75 Carparks

Packet Network Delay of EV UMTS Scenario for 75 Carparks
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Figure 24: Delay distributions of 75 DSL/UMTS based EV Charging Stations

In summary it has been shown how most analyzed technologies are capable of handling the specific load
placed upon them, even when used in large-scale deployments. A notable exception is 2G which was found
to limit scenario size or impact functionality such as TLS sessions for secure transmissions. A detailed
summary of the individual recommendations for ICT deployment can be found in Sect 1.4.1.

1.4.

Potential Impact

The project SmartC2Net contributes to the overall objective of developing intelligent systems and integrated
communication infrastructure that can assist in the management of the electricity distribution grids in an
optimized, controlled and secure manner. This is achieved by implementing adaptive demand and grid
control algorithms in interplay with communication network QoS strategies, data access and data
aggregation methods in order to reliably deal with uncontrollable fluctuations from renewable, distributed
energy sources.
From the list “Expected Impacts” for the objective ICT-2011.6.1: “Smart Energy Grids”, the following impacts
are of special relevance for SmartC2Net:
Expected impact in workprogramme

SmartC2Net contribution:
++ = core focus
+ = substantial contribution
0 = not addressed by SmartC2Net

Connection and operation of
distributed and intermittent
generators of diverse technologies
enabled by ICT.

+

Demand side and demand response
management enabled by innovative
decision support systems.

+

Quantifiable and significant
reductions of energy consumption in
the electricity distribution grid,
leading to reduction of the overall

+

SmartC2Net has developed power balancing and
voltage control approaches that are essential to
operate distribution grids in scenarios of local
generation in distribution grids. In particular renewable
generation from solar and wind was considered. The
controls have been positively assessed with both
simulation and test bed under realistic network
conditions. The tests show that the resilient controllers
designed within SmartC2Net perform satisfactory
under the varying network conditions of off-the-shelf
communication technologies.
SmartC2Net contributes to this impact by providing a
platform developed within the project that enables the
efficient and optimal management of customer’s
flexibility. Capable to operate over imperfect and
heterogeneous communication infrastructures, the
system calculates and sends set-points to clients in
order to avoid grid operational constraints and to
minimize their energy costs without hindering their
comfort, Therefore, producers and consumers are
empowered in playing a novel role in the management
of their energy consumption while minimizing their
energy bills.
SmartC2Net has developed methods for exploiting
demand flexibility that result in optimised schedules of
energy consumptions, see above. In addition, the
project has developed methods for minimizing losses,

environmental impact of electricity
grids.

Enhanced levels of reliability and
security of electricity supply.

which are applicable for implementation in secondary
substations. For the specific cases studied, the active
power losses in the MV grid have been minimized. This
reduces the environmental impact of electrical grids,
and reduces operating costs for DSOs.
++

This is the core impact of the SmartC2Net. The project
provided an understanding on how properties of the
communication solution, faults and attacks in the ICT
system affect the control of distribution systems.
Furthermore, it developed approaches on control layer,
middleware layer and for communication network
reconfiguration to enhance resilience.

1.4.1 Summary of ICT Analysis
SmartC2Net assessed the operation of Distribution System Control over different communication
technologies. The following table summarizes the recommendations for Low-and Medium voltage grid usecases with control cycles in the range of tens of seconds to tens of minutes:

ICT

Table 1-1: Summarized recommendations and considerations for ICT deployment in
Smart Grid environments * ** ***
ICT-dependent recommendations considerations

2G
(GPRS)

As frequency spectrum is a limited and very expensive resource 2G is in danger of being phased
out around 2020 (c.f. footnote), which will make it impossible/very cost-inefficient to use as a
long-term shared technology with a mobile carrier. New equipment can be hard to obtain once
large carriers drop the technology. Additionally the spectrum cost and low data-rate, limiting
deployment scale as well as cycle length, reduce the usefulness of 2G as a long-term investment for
smart grid communication. Security functions like TLS can’t be widely supported and usage in
even current deployment for CEMS and EV should be considered if other solutions are costprohibitive. Due to its large geographic coverage in many countries, it can still be attractive for
certain LV communication solutions where no other options exist and new investment in ICT can’t
be justified. Not recommended for future rollouts.

3G
(UMTS /
HSPA)

3G has a large coverage area and can support SmartC2Net’s use cases. As the rollout of 5G
networks is expected to start around 2020, 3G will be in danger of being phased out of
telecommunication networks by approximately 2030. Therefor it is recommended as a mid-term
solution for affordable communication access for use cases which will not evolve significantly in
terms of requirements (e.g. basic AMR for CEMS and EV charging) and deployment size.

4G
(LTE)

Due to the evolutionary approach of LTE to cellular ICT, i.e. its development towards 5G
(which is expected to integrate SDN, also facilitating co-operation between DSOs and
telecommunication providers, as used in SmartC2Net), it represents a valid choice for longterm investments into smart grid communication infrastructures. The cat. 0 device category
focused on M2M, shown in D5.2, D5.3 and D6.3, is of significant relevance for Smart Grid
communications as it is specifically designed for this purpose and helps to reduce costs.
Furthermore, the adoption of technologies like NB-IoT specifically designed to IoT scenarios
will provide additional benefits. This technology will have low throughput, but with the
capability to provide coverage for severe situations and reduced device energy consumption
enabling their usage also for multi service utility (electric, district heating, gas, water, etc.),

hence improving the business case thanks to a wider adoption. Furthermore, this technology is
suitable for the re-farming of GSM channels.
This recommendation of LTE as a basis for future Smart Grid rollouts is furthermore supported by
the ITG section (ICT Experts Group) of the German VDE e.V. (one of Europe’s largest technicalscientific associations), as described in their position-paper on ICT for Smart Grids2.

WLAN
(IEEE
802.11g)

Due to the assigned spectrum for use with IEEE 802.11 based wireless communication several
considerations have to be made. The 2,4GHz ISM Band can be highly congested, especially in
residential areas. Therefore the use of the 5GHz ISM band, which is currently less congested but
also reduces the range and indoor penetration, or specifically licensed spectrum is highly
recommended to avoid contention on the air interface with non-critical communication services. In
CEMS and EV use cases it can be successfully used for communication within the premises (i.e.
household/ charging station).

Narrowband
PLC

Due to the shared physical medium, PLC deployment depends heavily on the pre-existing situation.
In case power lines are in bad condition or laid out in parallel over long distances, attenuation and
cross-talk reduce achievable data-rates and increase delays. Therefore PLC is recommended in
cases where low data-rates are acceptable (i.e. CEMS) and deployment of other ICT is associated
with prohibitive costs.

DSL

DSL is capable of supporting all analysed use cases. As DSL can be used over inexpensive preexisting telephone wires and is commonly used for internet access in dwellings, the coverage is
very high. The use of customer DSL-based internet access if thus a recommended way to establish
communications. The main challenge can be found in providing sufficient QoS for Smart Grid
services, which can be achieved by SmartC2Net solutions. Due to the high deployment rate and
wire based nature of DSL, it is a prime candidate for use in CEMS/AMR.

Fiber
(GPON)

Fiber based communications (e.g. GPON as used in the project) have shown to provide very high
capabilities in supporting all analysed use cases. Combined with the relatively low penetration of
fiber based communications in Europe, it is recommended to deploy fiber for new links for which
high ICT performance is required (i.e. backhaul/backbone and MVC to high voltage control/back
office communication). If the installation of new lines for wire-based communication is necessary,
fiber is recommended as a choice for long term investment protection due to its high potential.
Also galvanic decoupling is achieved, which is critical for installations in explosion protected
areas.
Due to the high deployment costs (mainly due to the necessary ground-work) it is recommended to
use fiber when economically feasible (e.g. if no connectivity exists and long-term investment
protection is desired) as in shared investments with telecommunication providers.

*All wireline communication technologies can experience physical damage of individual links, which increases the desirability of fallback solutions (or n-1 capabilities via redundant links) in critical parts of the Smart Grid communication infrastructure (e.g. the
backbone or inside primary substations). Wireless based systems however can be limited in performance and reliability in
interference heavy scenarios, which can be alleviated by the use of dedicated spectrum. Other impact from the propagation
environment, e.g. Weather based influences on performance, need also to be taken into consideration and can to a certain degree
be mitigated by appropriate design of the connections through for example high gain antennae. In countries were the devices in
need of access to communication networks (e.g. Smart Meters in the CEMS use case) are placed inside cellars, the antennas should
be placed on the outside of the building to achieve robust link and thus service quality.

2

Marger, Riedl, Tusch, Wietfeld, Wolff, Zeitler: ‚VDE Positionspapier: Kommunikationsnetz für das Smart Grid‘, March
2015, available online at http://karriere.vde.com/career/Documents/VDEPositionspapier%20Kommunikationsnetz%20fuer%20das%20Smart%20Grid_WEB.PDF

**SmartC2Net solutions for mitigating the impact of cross-traffic (e.g. traffic classes, SDN based prioritization) are assumed to be
active.
***As frequency spectrum is a limited and very expensive resource 2G is in danger of being phased out around 2020
[https://www.swisscom.ch/en/about/medien/press-releases/2015/10/20151008-MM-Swisscom-ruestet-ihr-Mobilfunknetz-fuer-dieZukunft.html], which makes it impossible/very cost-inefficient to use as a technology shared with a mobile carrier. New equipment
can be hard to obtain once large carriers drop the technology. Additionally the spectrum cost and low data-rate, limiting deployment
scale as well as cycle length, reduce the usefulness of 2G as a long-term investment for smart grid communication.

1.4.2 Socio-economic Benefits
Infrastructure costs of energy grids are expected to rise tremendously in scenarios of distributed and
fluctuating generation unless mitigated by intelligence in the grid. A capillary control infrastructure is also a
necessity for energy balancing allowing the integration of renewable sources at the maximum extent
possible. However, if adding intelligent control to the distribution grid requires the set-up of new
communication infrastructures, the costs saved on energy grid upgrade can be overcompensated by needs
for communication and computing infrastructure. The results of SmartC2net therefore target an essential
economic aspect of future energy grids. As infrastructure costs in the end are carried by society, the project’s
impact will not only be of economic nature, but have an impact on the overall society. This will also lower
the entrance barrier to deployment of Smart Grid technology for energy grid operators.
The results of SmartC2Net will furthermore strengthen the role of ICT telco network and service platform
operators in Europe. The real-time network state estimation, QoS adaptivity, adaptivity of control
mechanisms to imperfect networks, and mechanisms for ICT fault/attack detection are essential
functionalities to use third-party communication infrastructures in Smart Grid control scenarios. Hence, the
technology of SmartC2Net enables an extended value chain and identifies additional functionalities for M2M
scenarios. Operators like Vodafone will take advantage of the results of Smart2CNet realizing networks
optimized for smart grid requirements with the proper efficiency, in terms of cost and benefit, in order to
reach a positive business case.
The developed functionalities, monitoring, grid control adaptation, and network QoS control are novel
features of enhanced Smart Grid components. Hence, System Integrators like Efacec will benefit from
project results through extensions of product capabilities and further penetration of technologies. The
developed control algorithms will translate directly on an improvement of quality of service even when high
penetration of renewable energy sources is present. Also, network operation is optimized leading to overall
energy efficiency. An active network can then be implemented without the need to undertake extensive
system upgrades and even deferring investment on network assets.
At the same time, small medium enterprise like Resiltech benefits of project results improving their know
how in monitoring, early detection and diagnosis algorithms, tackling target requirements that come out
from the Smart Grids use cases and adapting them in specific outcome solution to detect and localize critical
faults and cyber-attacks. In addition, the framework for quantifying the impact of such faults/attacks on the
Smart Grids will enhance the accuracy of safety analyses which already constitute the core business of
Resiltech. All these solution/services can be exploited by energy operators in order to both early validate
developed systems and, thus, reduce cost for maintaining them, and integrate monitoring solutions that can
highly enhance their resiliency with a consequent deep increase of system availability and reliability highly
reducing costs for network unavailability.

The SmartC2Net project has analysed the business drivers for the different use-cases provided a link
between these business drivers and the corresponding use-case KPIs that were analysed in the project, see
[D7.2] for details. This step is illustrated here in the example of Medium Voltage Control, see Figure 27. The
achieved assessment results allow addressing all the most-relevant KPIs of the Voltage Control use case
identified in [D1.2]. The assessment outcomes for the KPIs related to the business drivers [D7.2] clearly
confirm that infrastructure efficiency, risk management and regulation and legislation are the key business
drivers of the SmartC2Net developments providing great benefits in terms of operational efficiency and
information security. Similar conclusions hold for the other use-cases.

Figure 25: Drivers and Benefits for the use-case Medium Voltage Control, see [D7.2]
SmartC2Net assessment and demonstrations from testbeds have clearly shown the need and benefit for
collaborations between telcos and DSOs, most strongly for the following aspects:


The process of SLA agreement needs to be supported by a thorough quantitative assessment of the
control solution for the specific grid deployment. SmartC2Net developed and exemplified such
quantitative approach that can be used as the basis for the future SLA establishment.



Fault-management is most effective when it is based on information from both the grid domain and
from the communication networks. A cooperation of DSOs and Telco network provider can therefore
substantially raise grid resilience when joint interfaces for fault-management input are deployed and
utilized. Virtualization platforms such as provided by SDN provide an excellent basis for the technical
realization of such fault-management approaches.



Data from cellular networks can also provide useful input for other functionalities of Utilities and
aggregators, specifically in SMartC2Net the case of short-term consumption prediction was analysed.
Further analysis is needed to understand the technical and economic impact of such approaches.

With respect to the socio-economic benefit from strengthening the European research landscape for ICT in
Intelligent Energy networks, the SmartC2Net project combines the strength and builds up permanent
partnerships of high-profile organizations in the three previously separated research fields, Communication
Technology, Control Theory, and Energy Technology. Therefore a long-lasting impact on strengthening Smart
Grid research in Europe is expected.

1.4.3 Impact of SmartC2Net Functionalities
The functionalities and results have direct impact on the deployment and operation of Distribution Grids in
the next 2-10 years, as explained below:
Adaptive Control


Losses Minimization: DSOs cover the costs of active power losses in the electrical distribution grid; thus,
a reduction of active power losses will provide a saving for the DSOs. In the SmartC2Net project a loss
minimization algorithm has been developed with a low computational cost, which enables its use in the
distribution grid. Evaluation of this functionality shows the reduction of active power losses is in the
order of 1% compared to power loss not using loss minimization.



Energy Balancing: In a future electrical grid, DSOs may want to directly control the power consumption
of assets in the MV and LV grids. Such functionality is implemented in both MV and LV grid controllers
that get inputs from the assets such as produced energy, available energy and flexibility of each asset. It
is an operational tool implemented using the hierarchical structure of the SmartC2Net project. The MV
controller can use both producers and consumers in the MV grid to follow an energy setpoint and allows
also the LV to be effectively used as a controllable resource by the MV grid controller. The assessed
functionality shows an ability of tracking set points to a maximum error of 4% for the MVGC and 11% for
the LVGC.

 Demand Management: The benefits of the SmartC2Net Demand Management approach have been
demonstrated as: the ability to schedule higher individual house loads including electric heating/HVAC and
EV charging, savings in energy costs by adapting the consumption according to day-ahead energy prices,
direct limitation of LV grid total consumption and of excessive PV generation, and finally resilience against
failures of the controller communication infrastructure. Resilience of the demand management system to
communication network outages has been achieved by the approach to develop a plan for a certain time
horizon, in our case 6 hours, ahead. The analysis results showed that such 6 hour period is a good
compromise taking the dynamics of the different inputs to the plan generation into account.
 Voltage Control (Power Quality Management): It is challenging to keep the voltages along all feeders in
an electrical network within bounds, when the penetration of renewable resources is high. In the
SmartC2Net project a voltage controller has been designed that exploits assets in the MV and LV grids. This
control maximizes the utilization of renewable resources while satisfying grid constraints. The controller
allows a higher penetration of renewable energy resources, as the case studied with PV’s shows voltage
violations that otherwise would occur, can be prevented achieving a higher utilization of PV’s compared to a
30% curtailment strategy. However, since communication may be unreliable, the control algorithm is
designed to be resilient towards unreliable communication by allowing adaptation of control strategy as a
function of the delays in the network. This added functionality requires network performance to be
monitored and pushed to the controller, which can be achieved by the monitoring framework also
developed in this project.
Middleware functionality


Quality-oriented monitoring task management: The adaptive monitoring of SmartC2Net fulfils two
purposes: (1) It provides the necessary information on network quality (measured delays and losses) to
the higher layers such that it enables adaptivity of the control layer as described above. (2) It realizes the

novel approach of SmartC2Net to utilize information quality metrics that are inferred from
communication network measurements and from models of information dynamics to optimize the
information exchange between controller and smart grid assets. Specific realization is the adaptive offset
scheduling in SmartC2Net. The latter showed efficient in scenarios where network delays that are
approximately between 1/10th of a control period up to the size of the control period itself. As the
control periods in the near future for the SmartC2Net use-cases are expected to be in the order of
several minutes, and the communication technologies investigated in SmartC2Net showed in most cases
delays in the order of few seconds, such adaptive access scheduling seems a promising approach for
future LV grid scenarios with shorter control periods.


Fault detection and prediction algorithms: The Fault Management tool is either relevant when deployed
in central management location (e.g. primary and/or secondary substations) or in remote location (e.g.
in a household). Obviously, depending on the deployment choice, the target of fault(s)/attack(s) to be
detected is different. Indeed, while in a central place it is possible to obtain monitoring data from several
parts of the system, allowing the detection of more complex fault/attack scenarios, in a household the
fault management focuses only to local applications (e.g. EMG, smart meter, etc.). In general, the Fault
Management can be very useful in those ICT systems affected by QoS requirements, and in particular by
security requirements. For example the Fault Management can be used: by DSOs for monitoring the
status of the ICT devices/assets of their system; by the EVC infrastructure operators to monitor the
status of the ICT devices/assets of their system and the presence of possible malicious intruders; by
Telco operators to monitor the status of the ICT devices/assets of their system and the presence of
possible malicious intruders; it can be exploited as a possible COTS to be integrated by Providers of
relevant components to monitor the status of the ICT devices/assets they are selling and, therefore, to
make them auto-diagnostic.



Grid demand inference from cellular network monitoring: The solution is able to forecast the short
time frame energy demand fluctuation with a precision higher than current methods. Currently the
available energy providers’ infrastructures are not able to estimate and predict real-time fluctuation of
the energy demand and are not scalable enough to integrate, with low cost and effort, hardware
elements able to estimate energy demand in real-time. Moreover new kinds of energy demand profiles,
such as the ones coming from EVs, nomadic users in high density urban areas or diffusion of conditioning
appliances due to climate change, are also affecting validity of historical energy demand statistics used
by DSOs to predict at real time the short time frame energy demand. Instead of using statistical data
coming from DSO, the solution is based on innovative proxies of the energy demand such as the real
time people distribution and the ability to measure new type of consumption, such as EVs. Distributor
System Operators can use these estimation to self-manage the energy demand, distribution and storage
at real-time, without any user intervention.



The Information Quality Attributes quantitatively describe the accuracy of sensor information
considering the impact of access delays and the timescales of changes of sensor information. IQA is
modelled based on QoS parameters from monitoring system, the information access strategy and
information dynamics. The metric allows configuring access strategies such that for changing network
conditions, the same reliability of the information is provided by adjusting the access strategy to the
information, or if feasible, adjusting network QoS of the network, which is available. The metric also
allows off-line quantitative analysis that may be used for more static configurations if needed.

Adaptive Communication
The ICT capability analysis evaluated different communication technologies for use in scope of the Use Cases
as defined by SmartC2Net. The most relevant wired and wireless ICT options were analysed via methods
such as raytracing, analytical approaches as well as simulations. Furthermore a comprehensive overview of
the state-of-the art in the field of ICT is achieved. Recommendations are summarized in Section 1.4.1. Goal
of SmartC2Net was not to define a new network technology, and also not to look into possible network
adaptation functions for all types of technologies. Instead we looked at a generic technology that provides
network adaptation flexibility in a wide set of future scenarios:


The Software-Defined Networking based network reconfiguration is recommended as an open, flexible
platform for DSOs to provision and control either their own or shared communication networks (as
enabled by slicing and resource virtualization). Due to the rising deployment of this technology in TelCo
networks and its impending incorporation in 5G cellular technology, SDN can serve to monitor and
control the DSO ICT infrastructure while distilling complicated technological interdependencies down to
a manageable user interface. Inclusion of SDN Controllers in the DSO main offices and SCADA operations
provides an agile and robust backbone for long term strategic investment in Smart Grid enabling ICT.

Testbeds
 Medium Voltage Control - Communication Security and Monitoring: This SmartC2Net testbed
addresses the cyber security of communications for controlling voltages in distribution grids connecting
DERs (Distributed Energy Resources), deploying communication and security standards. With the
objective of defining the QoS (Quality of Service) parameters required by smart grid control applications,
the testbed focuses on the detailed evaluation of communication performances where application
information flows are carried over standard communication protocols, M2M (Machine2Machine) cellular
technologies by public operators and standard transport layer security. The effects of accidental network
faults, performance degradation and intentionally malicious threats are timely signaled through a
suitable online monitoring architecture.
 The Communication Technology testbed used real deployments of links and networks of different
technologies to measure their performance in the context (traffic models) of smart Grid scenarios. It was
also used to run control functions on emulated grid models when operating over these real
communication deployments. The testbed proved useful to obtain real delay and loss traces; as the
testbed deployments are specific cases (for PLC and WLAN, best case scenarios with respect to
coverage), the combination with additional simulation analysis as done in SmartC2Net is the
recommended approach also for other Smart Grid evaluations.
 The SDN testbed served to develop the network reconfiguration approach used within SmartC2Net and
provides key data-points for highlighting the capabilities of this approach. Thereby the relevance and
validity of the solution is proven, which contributes to show readiness for deployment in real-world
communication networks as it is currently being rolled out by mayor telecommunication providers.
Deployment of communication for Smart Grids is being facilitated by the SDN testbed as controllers,
such as the one developed for SmartC2Net, provides DSOs with a highly extendable, robust and flexible
platform for ICT management and service orchestration.
 The DSO Control for active distribution grid – Testbed is capturing the three main layers of smart grid
applications in a Real Time Power Hardware in the Loop. It contains the DSO control layers (demand
response, primary substation and secondary substation automation and control), a renewable

generation plant controller, ICT layer (emulating different network technologies and their data traffic),
emulators (renewable energy sources, storage and flexible household consumption) and smart meters
connected to a grid simulator coupled with a Real Time Digital Simulator. The testbed can be used to
assess impact of renewable energy sources in the grids as well as for testing coordinated control
strategies on different layers, as well as training facility for DSOs and other actors in the smart grids.
Model-based Assessment Approaches
 Stochastic model-based evaluation framework: The developed model based evaluation framework to
assess the impact of faults and attacks on KPI of interest can be exploited both as an early assessment
support to design decisions, and to evaluate an already existing system for investigating potential
weaknesses and/or proper tuning of parametric functionalities. Unavoidably, its usage in SmartC2Net has
been limited with respect to the potentialities it offers, due to constraints on the effort devoted to the
project. In particular, straightforward follow on concerning the application of this assessment method
includes: (a) Addressing more complex grid configurations, also including the LV grid and related control; (b)
Extending the fault model to consider further faults/attacks scenarios; (c) Tuning of parameters of more
sophisticated control functionalities (e.g., introduction of pre-alert thresholds in voltage control to favour
higher voltage stability within the prescribed bounds). Potential stakeholders in the smart grid sector which
could benefit from using this assessment approach are: i) DSO, interested in quantifying the efficacy of the
offered solutions and their robustness towards occurrence of faults/attacks (from which guideline towards
improvements can be learned); ii) smart grid technology providers, again to understand the suitability of the
offered solutions when employed in critical scenarios and relative possible improvements, so to potentially
gain in market competitiveness; iii) control algorithms developers, as a support to make decision among
different design alternatives and to fine tune solution parameters.




Communication Security Analysis combining network simulations and testbed: This security analysis
tool provides a simulated scalable model of the communications involved in the voltage control of
distribution grids with DER where the application and attack traffic are generated by standard
communication modules and attack processes implemented in a testbed platform. The tool allows
performing sensitivity analyses of several scenarios scaling up the model size, typically not feasible in the
testbed e.g. varying the number of DERs, the number of attackers and the LTE network parameters.

The Integrated simulation framework gives significant support for ICT and use case deployment
decisions through its interaction and cross-validation of physical testbeds. Furthermore, the analysis of
large scale scenarios gives in insight into the capabilities of communication technologies embedded in
the SmartC2Net use cases. On this foundation case-by-case studies for concrete deployments can be
conducted, thus supporting DSOs and telecommunication companies alike in designing networks for use
in Smart Grid communications.
While all these Assessment approaches are useful in isolation, the full benefit of system understanding
results from their combination, as applied in SmartC2Net to clearly show that intelligent distribution grid
operation can be realized in a robust manner over existing communication infrastructures even despite the
presence of accidental faults and malicious attacks.

1.4.4 Commercial exploitation
The project functionalities and outcome have a potential for commercial exploitation shown by the following
mapping into products and services:
Smart Grid Components and Platforms
 Approach providing and using Energy and Power flexibility information better Energy Management
in LV and MV grid
o Asset controllers (Customer Energy Management System, Charging station)
 Adaptive and reliable monitoring solution
o Monitoring software framework/middleware
 Approach to adapt access of dynamic data elements to overcome time varying network behaviour
o Middleware module prototype
 Complex event processing in Crisis Management
o Fault detection system for Smart Grid-related components
 Design, optimization and realization of a prototype LTE M2M platform, including access network,
core network and service platform level
o Platform for the wireless connectivity of DER
 Design, optimization and realization of a solution for energy demand forecast leveraging on raw
mobile data traffic and energy consumptions
o Smart grid monitoring component
 Approach for fault-tolerant communication network reconfiguration and configuration
o Software-Defined-Networking Controller capable of diverse QoS & failure functionalities
 DR Platform for managing loads flexibility and shift them in time
o Demand Response System
 Distribution automation system for electrical utilities
o Functionality of Medium Voltage Control integrated on Substation Automation System
product line
 Secondary substation controller electrical utilities
o Functionality of Low Voltage Control integrated on Smart Grids product line
Consulting Services and Contract Research
 Know-how on Smart grid use-case realization via public communication networks
o Consulting services and contract research
 Know-how regarding the suitability of public telecommunication networks for advanced LV grid
management
o Consulting services and contract research
 Safety Analysis know how
o Mechanism for safety analysis in the grid domain to allow the increase in robustness of the
system
 Understanding the impact of interdependencies
o Modelling and evaluation of interdependencies
 Methodology for the specification of smart grid ICT architectures and communication security
o Voltage Control Use Case ICT Specification
 Communication and cyber security in the operation and control of distribution grids connecting DERs
o Medium Voltage Control ICT Test Bed
 Validation of simulation models with experiment results; simulation based attack experiments
o Combined Network Simulator and Testbed
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